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Is the United Kingdom better known for Antarctic science? 



The United Kingdom has a strong record in Arctic research 

To find out more about UK Arctic research excellence, infrastructure and 
international partnerships follow #UKinArctic and @Arctic_Office



Priorities, linkages, and gaps in the current work of the 
international Arctic research community

• Arctic research must be truly 
interdisciplinary, and indeed 
convergent, in order to meet 
both Arctic and global 
challenges. 

• The Arctic research community 
must improve on its efforts to 
centre the priorities, voices, and 
contributions of Arctic residents 
and Indigenous Peoples. 

• International and 
interdisciplinary cooperation are 
absolutely key to studying Arctic 
systems and should be 
encouraged and expanded

• Arctic data sharing, 
discoverability, access, and 
re-use continue to be 
difficult challenges, but 
work in these areas will be 
crucial for future success. 

• Current levels of Arctic 
monitoring and research 
are insufficient to meet 
these challenges, despite 
the hard work and 
investments of both Arctic 
and non-Arctic countries. 



HOLD – Changing Arctic Ocean Programme 







HOLD – MOSAiC 

The MOSAiC expedition is taking the closest look ever at 
the Arctic as the epicentre of global warming in order to 
gain fundamental insights to better understand global 
climate change. Hundreds of researchers from 20 
countries are taking part in this exceptional endeavour. 

The expedition brings a modern research icebreaker close 
to the north pole for a full year including for the first time 
in polar winter. 

Prioritising participation in the biggest science questions



New research opportunities – RRS Sir David Attenborough

RRS Sir David Attenborough spec:  PC5: Year-round operation in medium first-year ice 128m long  24m wide. 13 knot 
cruise speed.  Hybrid Battery system. 2150 m3 / 1000t Cargo Hold.  28 crew, 60 scientist berths. 40 single cabins 25 
double cabins.  60 day endurance, 19,000 nautical miles. Minus 35 C design temperature. Polar Code compliant. Sea 
bed mapping sonars. Low underwater noise. 
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